
  

Maybe you're looking for a qualified landscaping contractor. It could 

be to get a house ready to sell, to spruce up for a party, or for regular 

maintenance. The specific task isn't the focus of this post.  

 

What IS the focus, is your standards for hiring a landscaper. 

 

If I listed all the problems I see in the landscaping industry as a business 

owner, you might be amazed. 

 

But If I told you all these problems could be solved with 1 simple clarification, then you might be grateful to know. 

 

It's really a super simple distinction, so simple, it goes overlooked by most people. 

 

Let me define 2 words for you: 

 Qualified - having complied with the minimum requirements to perform a task. 

 Credible - offering reasonable grounds to perform a task effectively and succesfully. 

And I'm not just spltting hairs. This is VERY important, so please listen carefully. 

When you look for a "qualified" landscaper, you are looking for a business who possesses the bare minimum to 

perform the job. 

 

Here is the bare minimum to become a landscaper in the State of 

Washington:  

 a business license 

 a tax id 

 liability insurance if you're going to use heavy machinery 

That's all. If you're not doing construction or landscape 

architecture, you don't even 
need a contractor's license. 

And most people who hire landscapers don't even look for that.  

So, who's "qualified" to do landscaping in the State of Washington?  

 How about anybody with a lawn mower and truck? 

 How about the bakery down the street? 

 The art supply store in the mall, for that matter. 

Are you seeing the pattern, and the point? Why would you trust your lawn to a 

landscaper who was merely "qualified"? 

 

 

  



Now let's consider what a CREDIBLE landscaper might be – 

At bare minimum they should be licensed & insured.  

 

They should know current practices as taught in certified horticultural programs.  They should be taking classes in 

irrigation, landscape management, landscape deisgn, and pesticides. 

For that matter, they should be certified to use pesticides. They 

must abide by safe practices. Pesticides are toxins. They pose a  

health hazard. They not only kill plants, they can hurt pets and kids. 

That's why we get certified and we test before we do any work. 

 

They should examine your yard to find out what type of grass you 

have and what types of shrubs and how old your shrubs are. Young 

shrubs, especially new shrubs, need fertilizer. Older shrubs don't 

need as much. 

They should test the soil PH of your lawn, actually test it. Because 

soil with the right PH will "eat" fertilizer much more effectively 

than soil that isn't.   

And they need to see if your soil is loamy/sandy or more like a heavy clay. Because loamy/sandy soil will take lime more 

easily than clay and it needs less lime per square meter to adjust the PH. 

Is this starting to sound CREDIBLE to you? 

 

How about having a 10-Point Walkthrough so they get to know your lawn, and your 

neighbors' lawns. Because the new fence they put in or the water feature can affect 

how your lawn takes water or transfers it.   

How about being a second generation landscaper? Our owner has been landscaping 

yards since he started making the rounds with his Father. Is that serious enough for 

you, passionate enough, credible enough? 

But does it make us more expensive? No… we take our credibility seriously like any other business should. We strive 

beyond the "minimum required standards". 

 

We do a great job because it makes our great customer tell their great friends. So trust us, we don't need to charge 

more. We probably won't be the cheapest you can find, and there are MANY "qualified" companies out there… but not 

all of them are credible. 

 

If credibility is what you crave, call the GroundsCrew at (425) 242-7770 or simply respond to this post now while you 

can still save 10% off your custom lawn care program. 

 

A community service by the GroundsCrew LLC. 

 

Seize the opportunity now. 


